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Abstract—In this paper, we present an overview of various
corner detection approaches that have been proposed in the last
four decades. Corner detection algorithms can be divided into
intensity-based, contour-based and model-based methods.
Intensity-based methods are mainly based on measuring local
intensity variation of image. Contour-based methods find corners
by analyzing the shape of edge contour. Model-based methods
extract corners by fitting the local image into a predefined model.
Meanwhile, the problems of the existing corner detection
methods are given.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Corners in images represent critical information in
describing object features, which play a crucial and
irreplaceable role in computer vision and image processing.
Many computer vision tasks rely on the successful detection of
corners, including 3-D reconstruction, stereo matching, object
recognition and object tracking [1-4], etc.
However, it still has not a strict mathematical definition for
corner; corners are usually defined as the points with low selfsimilarity or location where variations of the intensity in all
directions are high. Alternatively, corners may be defined as
image points where the local maxima of curvature on the edge
contour or the intersection of the two of more edge curves. In
the past decades, a substantial number of promising corner
detection methods based upon the different corner definitions
have been proposed by vision researchers. However, a
complete comparative study to evaluate each of them has yet to
be reported. This paper intends to fill the gap. Furthermore,
multiple evaluation criteria are used to judge the performance
of the detectors objectively, which include the ground truth
verification [5] and the repeatability under various
transformations [6].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an
overview of corner detection algorithms. The conclusions are
made in section 3.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY OF CORNER
DETECTOR

This section presents a review of the existing literature on
corner detection methods, and then a survey of previous
performance evaluation criteria for corner detection is
summarized.

In the literature, the terms “point feature”, “dominant point”,
“critical point” and “corner” are taken as equivalent. However,
the terms “interest point” and “salient point” include not only
“corner”, but also junctions and blobs, as well as significant
texture variation [7]. The existing corner detection methods can
be classified into three main classes: intensity-based, contourbased and model-based methods. The presence of three
categories methods have their strengths, weaknesses and
expose the defects with different degree in practical application,
which makes the corner detection become research hotspot in
the field of computer vision and image processing.
A. Intensity-Based Methods
Intensity-based methods detect corners directly on images
that mainly considered corners as points which with low selfsimilarity in an image. Moravec [8, 9] found that the difference
between the adjoining pixels of an edge or a uniform region of
the image is small. However, the difference is significantly
high in all directions at the corner. Harris and Stephens [10]
developed the Moravec’s idea and proposed Harris algorithm
by using the first order derivative to approximate the second
derivatives. For the input image I, the Harris technique first
computes the derivatives of the x-, y-axes. Then, it performs
convolutions of I x2 , I y2 , I x I y with a Gaussian window Gx, y to
obtain an autocorrelation matrix M . The equations are denoted
as follows:
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where  is a convolution operator,  is Gaussian scale. The
corner response R is calculated by the matrix M

 R    k (   )2 
where  ,  are eigenvalues of M (    ), k is false corner
response suppression.
Corners are local anisotropic features of image. The key of
the intensity-based corner detection is to extract local grayvariation and structural information effectively. It was
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indicated [5] that the two partial derivatives cannot describe the
local gray variation completely, which results in the Harris
detector only extract L-type corners well [11]. Meanwhile, the
selection of corner response suppression affects the accuracy of
corner detection. To amend the aforementioned problems, the
adaptive false corner response suppression parameter function
[12], adaptive smoothing-scale change [13], combinations of
first- and second- order derivatives [14], local weight
coefficient [15], applying log-log scale to gradient vectors [16],
local gradient covariance matrix [17], improved non-maximum
suppression [18] and adaptive structure tensor [19] are used to
improve the corner detection performance at some extent,
respectively. With the development of multi-scale geometric
analysis technology, the local gray variation and geometric
structure of image can be described more precisely. Multi-scale
and multi-resolution[20,21] technology is widely used in corner
detection algorithm to reduce the effect of noise and improve
the accuracy of image feature information extraction and corner
location.
It is well-known that the natural image features may appear
in different ways depending upon the scale of observation. This
insight leads to the multi-scale representation [22-24] of image
data, which became one of the main means to describe the local
gray-variation and geometric structures of image and extract
and localize corners. One of the first systems to extract corners
in scale-space was proposed in [25], which built a Laplacian
pyramid for coarse-to-fine feature extraction. Since then, many
methods for selecting corners in scale-space have been
proposed. Wavelets [26, 27], Gabor wavelet [28, 29] and LogGabor wavelet [30] are applied to detect corners; multi scales
and orientations are used to depict the local gray variation, and
then the geometry information are embedded into the
framework of Harris algorithm.
However, multi-scale algorithms usually produce a
substantial expansion of the amount of data to be processed.
This problem can be addressed by automatically selecting the
appropriate scales for feature extraction, which is also referred
to the scale invariance. Lindeberg [31] presented a systematic
methodology of automatic scale selection. The idea is to select
the characteristic scale of a local structure, for which a given
function attains an extrema over scales. In the same year, the
Gabor wavelet was used to extract multi-scale and multidirection gray-level change information [32, 33], which
improved the detection performance. Lowe [34] proposed a
scale invariant feature transform (SIFT), which combines a
scale invariant region detector and a descriptor based upon on
the gradient distribution in the detected region. Scale invariant
corners are extracted by convolving the image with differenceof-Gaussian (DoG) filters at a variety of scales and selecting
local maxima in scale space. Mikolajczyk and Schmid [35, 36]
applied a multi-scale version of the Harris detector to localize
corners in space and then employ Lindeberg’s scheme [31] for
scale selection and affine adaption. Furthermore, Mikolajczyk
and Schmid [37] extended the SIFT descriptor [34] and
presented gradient location and orientation histogram (GLOH)
detector. Inspired by SIFT [34] detector, Bay et al. [38]
presented SURF detector that locates the feature points at
which the determinant of the Hessian reaches its maximum.
Meanwhile, the low complexity is enabled by employing the

box filters and the integral images. Marimon et al. [39]
proposed DARTs detector; the weighted triangle responses are
used to approximate the second derivative of Gaussian kernel,
which corresponds to the elements of Hessian matrix.
Nevertheless, the aforementioned scale invariance detectors
[31-39] are based upon the linear partial differentiation on
Gaussian scale space. It is considered that Gaussian smoothing
leads to image blurring. Recently, scale invariance detectors
[40, 41] based upon non-linear partial differential equation
(PDE) have been proposed. Alcantarilla et al. [41] proposed an
accelerated version of KAZE to reduce the computation
complexity. Nowadays, an optimized architecture [42] based
upon the field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) is proposed,
which makes the Harris detector can real-time corner detection.
B. Contour-Based Methods
Contour-based methods first obtain image’s planar curves
by some edge detector (e.g., Canny edge detector [43]) and
then analyze the properties of the contours’ shape to detect
corners. These methods first find image’s edge map by some
edge detector, and then extract closed or open edge contours.
Thereafter, the points of local curvature maxima, line intersects
or rapid changes in the edge direction are marked as corners.
Attneave [44] found the curvature is relatively large at the
corners by observing the shape of edge contour. Early methods
first operate image segmentation, and then extract edge
Freeman chaining. Rosenfeld and Johnston [45] presented a
corner detector using K-cosine as the estimation of the
curvature value for a point on a curve. An improved version
[46] of [45] was proposed by using K-cosine average.
Alternately, the corners are labeled as the isolated
discontinuities points in the mean slope [47, 48], which are
computed in the Freeman chain. A similar technique was
proposed by Beus and Tiu [49], where both local curvature
averaging and determination of isolated points are taken into
account. Asada and Brady [50] used the Gaussian smoothing
and cubic B-splines to calculate the K-curvature and label the
corner points. Cooper [51] introduced an operator that the pixel
coordinates of chain-code are used to estimate curvature and
detect corners. Arrebola et al. introduced three different corner
detectors based on local [52], circular [53] histogram of
contour chain code, and multi-resolution [54] chain code
linking. Instead of direct detecting on the curve, cubic
polynomials are fit to curves and discontinuities are detected in
curves to localize corners [55-57]. Alternatively, Kitchen and
Rosenfeld [58] developed a corner measure based upon the
change of gradient direction along an edge contour multiplied
by the local gradient magnitude as follows:
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Wang and Brady [59] developed an algorithm by
computing image curvature that is proportionate to the second
derivative along the edge tangential and is inversely
proportional to the edge strength.
Asada and Brady [60] extended the scale space concept to
represent significant changes in curvature along a planar curve
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and then detect corners. Mokhtarian and Mackworh [61, 62]
developed the curvature scale space (CSS) technique to detect
corners by finding curvature zero-crossing points of curves.
Rattarangsi and Chin [63] extended the CSS technique to detect
and localize the corners on edge contours. The ‘L’, ‘END’ and
‘STAIR’ corner models are constructed; and then the scale
space map of corners are investigated by Gaussian convolution
multi scale representation of the models. However, the tree
construction and parsing based upon the complete scale-space
resulted in high computational complexity. In view of the CSS
technology can effectively recover the geometric features of
planar curve in multi-scale space [62], Mokhtarian and
Suomela [64] proposed a CSS corner detector. For a given
parametric vector equation of a planar curve (u) {x(u), y(u)} ,
the curvature is defined as
K (u,  ) 
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operator for detection based on evolution difference of
Gaussian scale space, which can well reflect the change of the
corners between the evolved curves. Pedrosa and Barcelos [74]
proposed an adapted smoothing scale corner detection
algorithm based on anisotropic diffusion. Zhang et al. [75]
proposed a determinant of the gradient correlation matrix
operator, a 1×1 neighborhood around each edge point is used to
estimate curvature and extract corners. Rimon and Robert [76]
presented the corner detection by changing the gradient
direction of edge pixel. Zhang et at. [77] extended the
Moravec’s idea; the imaginary part of Gabor filters are used to
smooth each edge pixel and its surrounding pixels, the points
which have large gray variation at each orientation are marked
as corners.
It is noticed that the performance of edge-based corner
detectors depend upon the edge detection largely. Furthermore,
edge contours are often imprecise in the neighborhood of a
junction, so the edge-based corner detectors are difficult to
characterize the junction accurately.

where

 X (u ,  )=x(u )  g (u ,  )
Y (u ,  )=y (u )  g (u ,  )

X (u ,  )=x (u )  g(u ,  ) 
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and  is the convolution operator,  is the scale factor,
g (u,  ) and g(u,  ) are the first- and second derivatives of
Gaussian g (u,  ) , respectively. The corners are localized at the
maxima of absolute curvature of planar curve, and then corners
are tracked from the highest scale to the lowest scale to
improve the localization error. To improve corner localization
and noise suppression, an enhanced CSS algorithm [65] is
proposed by using different scales of the CSS for contours with
different length.
It is indicated [66-76] that the existing CSS corner detectors
[60-65] suffer from three main problem. First, The curvature
estimator is sensitive to the local variation or noise on contours.
Second, Gaussian scale selection is in a dilemma. Third, the
determintation of threshold. Ray and Pandyanp [66] presented
an adaptive corner detection algorithm. Local variance of
curvature is computed to measure the variation in the
roughness of a curve, and then the technique for smoothing a
curve adaptively is used to solve the problem of Gaussian
scale selection. Zhong and Liao [67] proposed direct curvature
scale space (DCSS) technique based on the earlier work form
[63] to improve the computational complexity. Zhang et al. [68]
introduced multi scale curvature product technique to enhance
the noise robustness. Local extremes of the curvature product at
three different smoothing scales are marked as corners, which
makes strong corners more distinguishable from the weak
corners. He and Yung [69] used an adaptive curvature
threshold in a dynamic region of support to judge corners.
Awrangjeb and Lu [70] proposed an improved CSS corner
detector which is invariant to geometric transformations. The
affine-length instead of arc-length parameterization is used to
compute the curvature. Alternatively, chord-to-distance
accumulation technique [71] is applied to compute curvature
and detect corners [72]. Zhang et al. [73] introduced an

C. Model-Based Methods
Model-based methods extract corners by fitting a small
patch of an image into a predefined model. Different
approaches are used to compare the deviation between the
target and template. The target point would be regarded as a
corner point if it matches one of the templates.
Guiducci [78] presented an algorithm for the description of
the corner points by a parameters model of three basic physical
characteristics of corner points namely the aperture, amplitude
and blur. Rargarajan et al [79] created the response of L-shape
corner and approximated all possible corners with 13 types of
mark. Singh and Shneier [79] proposed that using different
corner type combinations to image matching filtering. Rohr [81]
extended the wedge corner model to T type, Y type and X type
and the corner is determined to be the intersection of multiple
homogeneous regions. Deriche and Giraudon [81] utilized the
Gaussian kernel characterize wedge and Y type corner model
and analyze the characterization characteristics, and Beaudet's
[81]method is used to correct the corner location. Due to the
use of 2D Gaussian smoothing function, the algorithm is timeconsuming, which is improved by replacing the Gaussian
function to exponential function in the later work of Blaszk and
Deriche [84]. Smith and Brady [85] proposed a non-linear
filtering method SUSAN to be used in corner detection and
noise reduction. The basic idea is to find the number of pixels
that have similar intensity with centre point in the
neighbourhood. If the number below a threshold (the author
suggested 25 in a mask of 37 pixels), then after false positives
test and non-maximum suppression, the corner can be detected.
Trajkovic and Hedley [86] reduced the computation complexity
by only detect the variation of image intensity along the lines
passing through the centre point within a neighbourhood of the
point, but the result is unstable and has the problem of false
corners detection. Baker et al[87] presented an algorithm to
construct detectors automatically for arbitrary parametric
features including edges, lines, corners and junctions. The
author convert and store each feature into a parametric
manifold in a low dimensional subspace of a Hilbert space and
then is compared within a window respectively during
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detection. If the vector of intensity value in a window is similar
enough to a feature manifold, feature in the window can be
detected. In the meanwhile, parameters of feature model can be
recovered using the closest point on the feature manifold. Shui
and Zhang [88] constructed corner models and utilized the
anisotropic Gaussian directional derivatives[89]to detect and
classify corners. Florentz and Aldea[90] predicted the optimal
threshold for corner detection by using a predefined angular
point model that significantly reduced detection time and
improved robustness of scene changes.
In general, three different categories corner detection
methods follow their own development paths, and there are
relatively few techniques to integrate each other. In recent
years some methods based on machine learning and fusion are
introduced into corner detection algorithm and the detection
performance is improved.
III.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a review of the existing corner
detection algorithms. Their corresponding advantages and
disadvantages are discussed in detail. The aim of this paper is
to raises readers’ interest in corner detection research.
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